2016 LOCAL EXCURSION AUTHORISATION

From time to time, throughout the school year, it may be necessary for teachers and children to leave the school for a period of time, so as to further enhance children’s learning and enjoyment.

Local excursions may include sporting activities, a trip to the nearby reserve, a walk to observe a house construction or to view the school crossing. It may include an excursion to the local park or shops, or a visit to the local aged care centre.

In these cases the movement is made by walking with required adult supervision. No buses or funding is required.

FOR THIS TYPE OF SITUATION, PARENTS ARE ASKED TO COMPLETE THE PERMISSION FORM BELOW AND RETURN IT TO EACH CHILD’S CLASS TEACHER IMMEDIATELY.

*REMEMBER: If this return slip is not in the teacher's possession, your child cannot participate.

THIS AUTHORISATION WILL BE HELD AND USED FOR THE SCHOOL ACTIVITIES DESCRIBED ABOVE THROUGHOUT THE 2016 SCHOOL YEAR.

In all other cases where excursions are planned which require buses and/or funding a separate and specifically detailed notice will be sent.

________________________________________________________

PLEASE FILL IN AND RETURN TO SCHOOL

I have read the terms of the Morang South Primary School Local Excursion Authorisation Form and

I,..............................................................(name of parent or guardian), consent

to.................................................................(name of child) in Home Group: _____ taking part in such

excursions to centres of interest and/ or school sporting activities.

In the event of accident or emergency, I authorise the teacher in charge of the excursion to consent, where it is impracticable to communicate with me to my child's receiving such medical or surgical treatment as may be deemed necessary.

Signed.............................................................. Date / / Parent/Guardian